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Relatore
Note di presentazione
Good morning, I’m Francesco Cerasuolo and my research topic is “continuous and adaptive learning for traffic analysis in the new internet era”



My background

● MSc degree: MSc degree in Computer Engineering from 

University of Naples Federico II

● Research group/laboratory: Traffic Group/ARCLab

● PhD start date: 01/11/2022

● Scholarship type: Unina

● Collaboration: Huawei
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Relatore
Note di presentazione
I hold a master's degree in computer engineering from the University of Naples Federico II, and I am currently a member of the TRAFFIC research group, led by Professor Antonio Pescapè, who is my tutor.I am the recipient of a scholarship from UNINA and started my PhD on November 1, 2022.
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● Network Traffic Analysis (NTA) 
○ Collecting and inspecting network data 
○ Understand and enhance performance

The increasing network traffic requires efficient 
management to ensure security and QoS. This task is 
primarily executed using ML/DL methods but the traffic is 
dynamic and constantly evolving…

● Lifelong Learning:
○ Allows the model to learn and continuously adapt to new 

information while retaining old knowledge
○ Time and resource saving

Research field of interest

Relatore
Note di presentazione
The field in which I carry out my research is the network traffic analysis which includes the collection and analysis of network data in order to obtain insights and improve its performance.Over recent years, network traffic has experienced a significant surge, primarily driven by the proliferation of mobile devices. This has necessitated network operators to actively administer their networks to guarantee both security and service quality.To tackle these tasks, operators have turned to the application of Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) models. However, a challenge arises as new traffic types continually emerge, demanding the retraining of classifiers to recognize these emerging classes.To address this challenge, the concept of incremental learning provides a solution. It enables the expansion of existing models to accommodate the classification of new classes, ultimately saving time compared to initiating the training process from scratch since it employs only new data and optionally a small portion of the old one.



Summary of study activities 
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● Ad hoc PhD courses / schools
○ Statistical data analysis for science and engineering research
○ On the challenges and impact of Artificial Intelligence in the

Insurance domain
○ IoT Data Analysis
○ Using Deep Learning properly

● Courses borrowed from MSc curricula
○ Data Analytics

● PhD School
○ TMA PhD School, Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II
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Relatore
Note di presentazione
To enhance my expertise, I completed four ah hoc courses and also took a course from master’s degree curriculum. Additionally, I engaged in a Ph.D. school, attended 16 seminars, and actively participated in two conferences, where I presented both a paper and a poster.



Summary of study activities 
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● 16 seminars

● Conferences
○ Italian Conference on CyberSecurity (ITASEC) Conference, 2-5

May 2023, Bari
Presentation of the Paper: A Comparison of Machine and Deep Learning Models
for Detection and Classification of Android Malware Traffic

○ Network Traffic Measurement and Analysis (TMA)
Conference, University of Napoli Federico II, 28-29 June 2023
Presentation of the Poster: Class Incremental Learning for Mobile Traffic
Classification
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Relatore
Note di presentazione
To enhance my expertise, I completed four ah hoc courses and also took a course from master’s degree curriculum. Additionally, I engaged in a Ph.D. school, attended 16 seminars, and actively participated in two conferences, where I presented both a paper and a poster.



Research Question
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Mobile-App Traffic Classification Challenges:
● Number of new apps constantly rising

○ 4.67 million apps during Q3 2021

● Traffic Classification Systems outdated
○ ML/DL models must be re-trained to classify the newly

published apps

Research Question: How to update a model with new
information, without retraining from scratch each time
a new app is released?

Relatore
Note di presentazione
My research activity this year was mainly focused on mobile app traffic that reached about 4.7 million apps released on stores and whose traffic has increased dramatically. This extreme dynamism and continuous release of applications makes ML and DL systems outdated and makes it necessary to update classifiers frequently.The research question I tried to answer is this: how to update a template without retraining it every time a new application is released?
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● Traffic Classification Systems outdated
○ ML/DL models must be re-trained to classify the newly

published apps

Research Question: How to update a model with new
information, without retraining from scratch each time
a new app is released?

Class Incremental Learning

Relatore
Note di presentazione
My research activity this year was mainly focused on mobile app traffic that reached about 4.7 million apps released on stores and whose traffic has increased dramatically. This extreme dynamism and continuous release of applications makes ML and DL systems outdated and makes it necessary to update classifiers frequently.The research question I tried to answer is this: how to update a template without retraining it every time a new application is released?
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● Objective
○ Design of a new and more efficient Incremental Classifier for 

Encrypted Network Traffic
○ Improve state-of-the-art performance in classifying new added 

apps without forgetting already-acquired knowledge

● Methodology
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Class Incremental Learning

Relatore
Note di presentazione
My objective has been to design an incremental classifier for encrypted network traffic, with the intention of outperforming the current state-of-the-art and acquiring knowledge of new apps while retaining the knowledge of previously learned ones.In detail, I analyzed each component of incremental learning proposing various strategies to improve performance including data augumentation, loss function modification and introduction of new correction layers. Through a combination of these strategies, I came up with a new approach that outperforms the state of the art by approaching the performance of the model trained from scratch with all the data.
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Class Incremental Learning
Performance difference for a new app 

w.r.t. ideal model

Relatore
Note di presentazione
My objective has been to design an incremental classifier for encrypted network traffic, with the intention of outperforming the current state-of-the-art and acquiring knowledge of new apps while retaining the knowledge of previously learned ones.In detail, I analyzed each component of incremental learning proposing various strategies to improve performance including data augumentation, loss function modification and introduction of new correction layers. Through a combination of these strategies, I came up with a new approach that outperforms the state of the art by approaching the performance of the model trained from scratch with all the data.



Products
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[J1]
MEMENTO: A Novel Approach for Class Incremental Learning of Encrypted
Traffic, F. Cerasuolo, A. Nascita, G. Bovenzi, G. Aceto, D. Ciuonzo, Antonio
Pescapè, Dario Rossi, submitted to Elsevier Computer Networks

[C1]

Explainable Mobile Traffic Classification: the case of Incremental Learning, A.
Nascita, F. Cerasuolo, G. Aceto, D. Ciuonzo, V. Persico, A. Pescapè, submitted to
International Conference on emerging Networking EXperiments and Technologies
Workshop on “Explainable and Safety Bounded, Fidelitous, Machine Learning for
Networking”

[C2]

Adaptive Intrusion Detection Systems: Class Incremental Learning for IoT
Emerging Threats, F. Cerasuolo, G. Bovenzi, C. Marescalco, F. Cirillo, D.
Ciuonzo, A. Pescapè, submitted to IEEE International Conference on Big Data
Workshop “Machine Learning for Securing IoT Systems Using BigData”
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Relatore
Note di presentazione
During the first year, I submitted three papers that are all under review. The first concerns the introduction of a new class incremental learning approach, the second proposes XAI methodology to explain the behavior of an incremental model,the third instead shifts the interest towards the application domain of cybersecurity on iot devices evaluating the application of CIL techniques for the detection of 0-day attack.
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Next Year
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● Exploration of different approach families for addressing
incremental expansion in network traffic scenarios

● Usage of multimodal architectures to more effectively harness
the diversity present in network traffic

● Investigation of concept drift in mobile network traffic

● Class removal from a classifier

Relatore
Note di presentazione
Over the next year, my plan is to delve into alternative categories of methods for gradually extending network traffic classifiers.I aim to leverage multimodal architectures to harness the inherent heterogeneity in network data, as well as to explore the dynamics of concept drift and the removal of classes from classifiers.



Thank you for the attention!
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